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DITCH WITCH EVENT DRAWS LARGEST ATTENDANCE 

D itch Witch®, a Charles Machine Works Company, hosted 
its annual international customer event at the Ditch Witch 

Barcelona Support Centre on 23 October, 2015. The event set a 
record with nearly 300 customers and staff from across Europe, 
Middle East and Africa in attendance,  representing more than 
20 countries.  

This is the 14th year the Ditch Witch organisation has hosted 
this event, which has grown to be one of the largest and most 
sought after underground construction events in Europe.  

“We strive to be a resource to customers around the globe 
who can rely on us for all of their underground construction 
needs,” said Dennis Wierzbicki, president, the Ditch Witch 
organisation. “Successful customer-focused events help grow 
our international presence, and the turnout for this event showcased just that. It is through our 
dedicated worldwide dealer organisation and staff that we can live by our commitment to our 
customers, ‘We’re in This Together.’”  

The 2015 international customer event was held at the Ditch Witch Barcelona Support Centre, a 
6,500 ft2 (604 m2) facility with offices, a training centre, parts department and additional 16,250 ft2 
(1,510 m2) of outside demo space. The facility opened in 2001 to service customers in Europe, 
Middle East and Africa.  

During the event, customers had the opportunity to learn about and demo a variety of Ditch Witch 
products including, drills, trenchers and other compact equipment, vacuum excavators, parts, as well 
as HammerHead® piercing tools and Subsite® Electronics technology. In addition, four customer 
teams from the UK, Sweden, Switzerland and the Netherlands competed in a drilling contest on site 
at the event. As the winner, the UK team walked away with a trophy and Ditch Witch prize pack.  

The event concluded with a Gala reception and dinner where guests heard from Ditch Witch 
president Dennis Wierzbicki, as well as international sales manager Joe Smith Jr. and European 
sales manager Brian Jorgensen. Website: www.ditchwitch.com 

 
 

MCELROY ADDS FORTILINE TO DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK 

M cElroy, a leading manufacturer of the most complete 
line of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe 

fusion equipment, recently announced that it has added 
Fortiline Waterworks to its growing network of pipe 
fusion machine distributors. 

Fortiline, headquartered in Concord, North Carolina, is 
one of the largest distributors of underground utility 
products in the U.S. The company will now be selling and 
servicing McElroy fusion equipment and providing operator training to its customers throughout the 
Southeast, Mid-Atlantic and the Midwest regions.  

“We are very excited about our partnership with Fortiline and its dedication to the pipe fusion 
industry.” said McElroy President Chip McElroy. “Together we will play a huge role in meeting the 
growing demand to rehabilitate today’s public infrastructures by replacing them with the highest-
quality and most reliable piping systems of our time.”  

Fortiline created an HDPE Fusion Group within the company in August to provide customers with 
complete infrastructure product solutions. 

“HDPE pipe is a growing product segment within the industry and with many of our customers.” 
said Fortiline President & COO Mike Swedick. “Fortiline created an HDPE Fusion Group to better 
focus our resources in this area and respond to our customers’ growing HDPE needs. With the 
added benefit of a McElroy distributorship, Fortiline is now able to offer its customers the most 
reliable, efficient and technically-advanced pipe fusion equipment in the world.” 

Fortiline has an extensive background in in HDPE as well as fusion techniques, fusion equipment 
and training. The company is particularly experienced in assisting municipalities and utility 
contractors on HDPE water and wastewater projects. 

“Engineers, contractors or any customer searching for HDPE solutions can count on Fortiline’s 
HDPE Group for superior sales and product selection, fast delivery and a knowledgeable staff with 
more than 40 years of experience in the field.” said HDPE Market Manager Dennis Barnette. 
Website: www.fortiline.com/hdpe-fusion-group or www.mcelroy.com 
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VERMEER CORPORATION NAMES JASON ANDRINGA AS 
PRESIDENT AND CEO 

Effective 1 November, 2015, Jason Andringa will serve as the 
Vermeer Corporation’s President and CEO. This announcement 
was first made in August 2014, as part of the company’s family 
succession planning process. 

“I am excited, honoured and humbled to have the opportunity to 
continue my family’s legacy of leadership at Vermeer into the 
third generation.” said Jason Andringa.  

Jason continued: “We will continue to fulfil our promise to our 
customers by capitalizing on our strengths - innovative, high-
quality products; entrepreneurial dealers; and the diligent practice 
of continuous improvement while continuing to create 
opportunities for growth with today’s fast-moving customer 
expectations in mind.”   

Prior to becoming president and CEO, Andringa served as 
president and COO, in addition to a number of other roles at 
Vermeer. Before joining Vermeer in 2005, he was a staff engineer 
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  

Andringa graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering from Calvin College and later completed advanced 
degrees including a Master of Science in Aeronautics and 
Astronautics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a Master of Business Administration 
from the University of Southern California. Andringa and his wife live in Pella, Iowa, USA with 
their three children. 

Mary Andringa, current CEO and chair of the board, assumed the role of chair of the board 
exclusively on 1 November, 2015.  “It has been a great honour and privilege to be CEO.” said Mary 
Andringa. “I am confident in Jason and the entire team who will continue the work that has been 
happening here for the last 68 years as they lead this company into a bright future.” Website: 
www.vermeer.com 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
The UK Society for Trenchless Technology is looking to recruit a creative and driven  
Business Development professional to the new role of Business Development Officer. 

This is an exciting opportunity to develop and promote the Society. The key aim of this role is to 
raise awareness of Trenchless Technology and to increase our membership. 

The successful applicant will be required to develop and deliver a marketing strategy that supports 
UKSTT’s strategic objectives and its long-term vision. The successful applicant will be coming to 

work in a fast paced, lively and interesting Society that faces some challenges and wonderful  
opportunities over the next five years. A proven track record in B2B Marketing is essential with a 

minimum of 3 years’ experience of marketing and PR communications in a client facing role.  
Experience of developing social media platforms will be advantageous. 

Due to the nature of the role, the successful applicant will need to be flexible in working pattern, 
to include visiting current and prospective members, creating closer links with related associations 

and supporting the Society at events. 

The position can be home based but an office can be provided in Anglia or the North East but  
flexibility and a full driving licence is essential. A minimum of 25 hours per week is required.  

Salary £22 – £28k depending on experience. 

For further information call Lynn Maclachlan on 01926 513773 or  
email admin@ukstt.org.uk  

Jason Andringa, Vermeer 
Corporation’s new  
President and CEO. 
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TT-UK EXPANDS SALES PARTNER NETWORK AND SALES TEAM 

T T-UK has recently appointed a new sales 
partner, The ROLACO Group based in Jeddah, 

to supply and service the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
with TT equipment synonymous within the 
Trenchless Technology Industry.  

Founded in 1968 The ROLACO Group also has 
offices in all Major cities of Jeddah, Riyadh and 
Khobar and has been servicing the increased 
demands generated by the development of the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s infrastructure. During 
this time The ROLACO Group has grown into one 
of the leading and most highly respected companies 
within the Kingdom and across the Gulf region 
offering a professional portfolio of products and 
services. 

In recent times the company has welcomed more 
business opportunities in Europe and recent talks led 
to the forming of the sales partnership with TT-UK.  

Business Development Manager for TT-UK Roger 
Atherton said: “The ROLACO Group has been in 
business for over 40 years, much like TT-UK which was established in 1982. The Materials arm of 
the business, the division that we are supplying, to is headed up by the experience of Mr Ali Abu 
Samaha who is the General Manager. ROLACO’s business success is based on quality, reliability 
and customer care, and many of their ethics and core values mirror our own, so we are confident that 
this will be a good partnership for the future.”  

TT-UK now have eight respected sales partners overseas some of which they have worked with 
for almost twenty years, which includes Bahrain, U.A.E, Singapore, South Africa, Cyprus and India.  
Roger added: “The popularity of trenchless technology is really coming to the fore in these areas of 
the world, with major re-development and infrastructure works planned as well as the urgent 
replacement of aging or inadequate sewage systems. It is crucial that we have professional, reliable 
and dedicated sales partners supplying products to these territories, partners that we can trust to not 
only supply but to service our equipment to the standard that our customers expect and deserve and 
we are in no doubt that Ali Abu Samaha and his team at ROLACO will fulfil our criteria in this area 
completely.” 

TT-UK has also recently appointed six members of staff in order to continue to develop its Suction 
Excavator division based in Bedford, UK. Due to the volume of interest and large orders for these 
machines it has become necessary to set up a dedicated sales and service facilities purely for Suction 
Excavators.  

This investment is part of TT-UK’s on-going commitment to maintain and continue to meet high 
customer service standards that TT-UK, its valued customers and sales and service Partner RSP 
GmbH, which designs and manufactures the Suction Excavators, have come to expect. 

TT-UK has been the  UK and Ireland Sales and Service partner for RSP for the last eight years and 
during this time TT-UK has become well-established and experienced in the field of suction 
excavation, product development and project management; winning orders from and working with 
major clients such as National Grid, Balfour Beatty, SGN, Wales & West and A Plant/PSS Hire, to 
design and build bespoke models with specific features and functions for specialised excavation 
tasks, tasks which may have been problematic or difficult in the past. 

Operations Director Nigel Gardener already has an existing team of eight working on Suction 
Excavator sales and servicing, which consists of a Product Specialist, a Service Engineer for the 
South of England, Workshop Engineers, a Customer Service Secretary, Trainers and Assessors. The 
six additional staff includes a Customer Service Support Manager/Engineer, a Customer Service Co-
ordinator, a Procurement Manager, a Trainer and two further Customer Service Support Engineers, 
one for the North & Scotland and one for the Midlands, giving complete UK coverage.  

Nigel Gardener said: “With these additional personnel we will be able to continue to offer an 
enhanced service to our customer that is second to none. We have also recently purchased three new 
service vehicles which are fully equipped including carrying spare parts, so we are now able to offer 
round the clock servicing 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We have always strived to provide the very 
best in customer service and so with the varied and valuable experience that each of our new staff 
brings with them, I am sure that we will continue to grow the Suction Excavator division of TT-
UK’s business and serve our customer’s needs”. Websites: www.tt-uk.com or www.rolaco.com.sa 
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VERMEER UK CUSTOMER DAY SUCCESS! 

V ermeer UK recently held its 2015 HDD Customer 
Day at Sharnbrook, Bedfordshire, UK which 

attended by over 30 delegates representing more than 
15 companies. 

Directional Drilling contractors from throughout the 
UK and Ireland attended dinner the previous night 
followed by a range of presentations the next day 
covering a range of subjects. 

These included the exciting developments Vermeer 
have in store for 2016, including the launch of the new 
Series 3 D40x55 Directional Drill, offering smoother, 
simpler and silenced operation. Other product 
developments were announced by Arie De Koning, 
HDD Specialist from Vermeer’s Regional EMEA 
Office based in Goes, Netherlands, followed by an 
update on tooling, accessories and rock drilling by Vermeer UK’s Trenchless Technology Manager, 
Matthew Izzard. 

The event was superbly supported by Vermeer UK’s business partners, each of whom presented 
their range of new products, offered advice and answered questions on getting the optimum use of 
the equipment currently being used. These included DCI’s Michael Reinhart on the F5 range of 
location systems, Aurora Display and the new Falcon system, Murk Van der Laan from Dupagro on 
the companies range of mixing, recycling and circulation systems and a very well received session 
from Marcel Bijleveld from CEBO Bariod on the company’s range of bentonites and polymers, 
including the famous ‘hole in the sand’ demonstration! 

The final session was held by Collin Robinson from Vermeer Corporation, Pella, USA on the hot 
topic of Bore Planning and the companies ‘BoreAid’ planning software with a live demonstration as 
well as an insight into the suite of supporting information technology being developed keeping 
Vermeer at the cutting edge of pioneering development. 

Positive feedback was given by those attending including EPS Trenchless Installation’s Darren 
York who said: “We found it very informative and surprisingly more enjoyable than anticipated. 
The day was put to together well and I do feel that we have taken away some useful information and 
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have been put in touch with good contacts/suppliers including yourselves. I liked the Vermeer 
approach to customer support and back up which is crucial to us as a contractor.” 

With more events planned in 2016 supporting new product launches, these are exciting times at 
Vermeer UK. Matthew Izzard said: “To get so many companies spending their valuable time to 
attend the event really shows the commitment they have to working with suppliers in providing the 
best solutions to their projects. We really appreciate their support and feedback as to what they want 
from us in the field to help them get the most productivity and value out of their equipment.” 
Website: www.vermeer-uk.co.uk 

 
 

ERICSSON JOINS WITH WORLD LEADERS FOR  
FIBRE DEPLOYMENTS  

E ricsson recently announced it had joined forces with world-leading 
underground equipment companies, Ditch Witch and Vermeer.  

The companies will work together to leverage recent breakthroughs in 
technology to bring new deployment capacity, construction techniques and tools 
to fibre deployments, all of which are designed specifically to support the needs 
of today’s telecom operators.  

Ditch Witch and Vermeer will provide Ericsson with equipment, expert 
training, and field support to create new qualified crews with the latest tools and 
technology. The consumer need for high-speed broadband connectivity to operate 
multiple communication devices is at an all-time high.  

According to the Ericsson Mobility Report, the average number of connected 
devices per household in the U.S. in 2014 was 5.2. The demand for fibre-optic 
transmission is rapidly growing to accommodate increasing bandwidth 
requirements driven by new applications, specifically video services.  

Angel Ruiz, Head of Ericsson North America, said: “By working with industry-
leaders Ditch Witch and Vermeer, Ericsson can deliver both the network design 
expertise and the quality fibre deployment services at the scale needed to meet the 
need of our North American customers. This makes Ericsson extremely unique in 
the industry.”  

Dennis Wierzbicki, President of the Ditch Witch organisation, said: “Ditch Witch and its strong 
dealer network are looking forward to partnering with Ericsson by providing innovative equipment, 
service and support. This builds upon our organisation’s commitment to customers that ‘We’re in 
This Together’.”  

Jason Andringa, Vermeer Corporation CEO and third-generation leader of the family owned 
company, said: “Vermeer shares many values with Ericsson. Our team looks forward to working 
with them to bring the next-generation of connectivity online.” Website: www.ericsson.com 
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HERRENKNECHT CLOSES EAST/WEST GAP IN BERLIN 

Upon reaching its final position at the Brandenburg Gate on 14 October 2015 the Herrenknecht 
Mixshield ‘Bärlinde’ successfully completed its mission in Berlin. Behind the tunnel boring 
machine (TBM) are two 1,620 m long parallel tubes, built through the historic centre of the capital. 
The undercutting of the river Spree and the Spree Canal with overburdens of sometimes only five 
meters was a challenge. With a high density suspension, as little pressure as possible and as much 
supporting effect as necessary, Bärlinde bored her way safely beneath the river bed. Thanks to 
modifications to the machine, elaborate ballasting of the river and canal beds with steel plates was 
not required. Shipping remained unimpaired highlighting a success of modern tunnelling technology 
from Herrenknecht.    

With the closing of the gap by the Berlin U5 metro line, 25 years after reunification the Berlin 
subway network is growing together. After completion, 22 km of subway lines will run 
uninterrupted into the centre of the capital. The 2.2 km long extension of the U5 subway line from 
Alexanderplatz to the Brandenburg Gate is being carried out by the municipal transport company 
Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG) and its subsidiary Projektrealisierungs GmbH U5 on behalf of the 
German Federal Government and the State of Berlin. The Swiss construction company Implenia 
Construction GmbH is handling the construction work. Some 1.6 km of the 2.2 km long new line 
were built by mechanised tunnelling using the Herrenknecht Mixshield S-788, christened ‘Bärlinde’.    

After the start on June 20, 2013 the 74 m long, 700 t TBM tunnelled its way from the launch shaft 
on Marx-Engels Forum to the Brandenburg Gate. With overburdens of 5 to 17 m, the machine with 
a shield diameter of 6.67 m worked its way under the river Spree, the Spree Canal and Schlossplatz 
through the two future stations Museumsinsel (Museum Island) and Unter den Linden along the 
boulevard Unter den Linden. At the same time it built the tunnel shell out of high-quality concrete 
segments. Currently Bärlinde is awaiting disassembly and transport of the back-up and the shield 
components back to Marx-Engels Forum. The connection to the Brandenburger Tor subway station 
planned for 2016 is being created manually.    

Designed especially for heterogeneous soils and high water pressures, on the shield drive through 
the centre of Berlin the slurry-supported TBM mastered complex geological challenges including 
groundwater at a depth of only two to three meters below the surface, sandy and in the Spree area 
sludge laced soils as well as large granite boulders.    

For safe undercutting of the Spree and the Spree Canal the construction company originally 
planned elaborate ballasting of the river and canal beds with 400 mm thick steel plates. Working 
together in a spirit of innovation, however, client, construction company, a research institute and the 

machine manufacturer developed a smarter solution, 
which has led to a significant improvement in the 
ability to use Mixshields for tunnel sections with 
small overburdens. On some stages the machine was 
driven using a higher density bentonite suspension 
(HDSM = High Density Support Medium). This 
meant that in comparison to conventional 
suspensions, with considerably higher transferable 
support pressure, the penetration depth into the soil 
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A Herrenknecht Mixshield ‘Bärlinde’ bored through the centre of Berlin and closed the U5 
metro gap with two 1,620 meter parallel tunnels. Source: BVG 

In April 2015 Bärlinde gets ready for excavation 
of the second tube.  
Source: Antonio Reetz-Graudenz  
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ahead of the machine was significantly reduced. Thanks to 
the HDSM used (up to 1.4 t/m3), Bärlinde was able to safely 
cross under the Spree with very low overburden beneath the 
riverbed. Big Bags (large sandbags) lowered into the water 
near the banks provided sufficient weight. Shipping 
remained unimpaired. The modification of the machine for 
the HDSM drive was already taken into consideration during 
design, factory assembly and jobsite assembly. During the 
advance no further alterations were necessary.   

With the new section of the U5, in future passengers 
between Alexanderplatz, the Brandenburg Gate and the main 
railway station will save travel time. Exhaust fumes and 
noise will be reduced. According to BVG, after the 
scheduled completion in 2020 on Unter den Linden alone 
there will be at least 3,000 fewer cars driving on weekdays. 
BVG expects up to 150,000 passengers per day on the new 
line.    

The entire 2.2 km long new line runs from the future 
subway station Berliner Rathaus past the Rotes Rathaus (Red 
City Hall), then crosses under the MarxEngels Forum and the 
Humboldt Forum as well as the river Spree and the Spree 
Canal. It then passes under the boulevard Unter den Linden to 
the metro station Brandenburger Tor at the Brandenburg Gate. 
Once the new line has been connected with the existing 1.5 km 
long section of the U55 and the 18.3 km long current U5, from 
Hönow to the main railway station the new U5 will have a 
total length of 22 km.     

Herrenknecht looks back on a successful history in Berlin. In the late 90s the tunnel for the U55 
was also driven with a Mixshield from Herrenknecht, the S-126. Two small AVN machines from 
Herrenknecht were used in the construction of the subway station Brandenburger Tor with the pipe 
arch method. There have also been numerous smaller machines, mainly to build waste water pipes 
and sewers. Website: www.herrenknecht.com 
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drives and was supplied during 
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PRS CLAIMS UK RECORD FOR PIPE RESTORATION 

P ipe Restoration Services (PRS) 
has completed what it claims 

is the longest length of in-place 
restoration of a small diameter 
lead drinking water service pipe in 
the UK. The record was set across 
a busy 15 m stretch of the High 
Road in Bushey Heath, 
Hertfordshire. 

Lead pipes in the property where 
the work took place had previously 
been replaced by the owner. 
Affinity Water’s standard practice 
is to replace or rehabilitate the 
pipes on its side.  

Moling was not an option as the 
road had multiple other utilities 
within it. PRS was called in to 
provide an alternative solution. 

Open cut would have caused major disruption as the crossroad junction is controlled by 4-way 
traffic lights that would have had to be taken out of service and temporary traffic management put in 
place. 

Tony Hanks, general manager at Pipe Restoration Services, said: “Traditional pipe replacement 
methods would have resulted in between 3 and 4 days of disruption. This type of project would also 
require major noticing with the Highways Agency.” 

PRS completed the project in one day with limited customer downtime using ePIPE ‘No-Dig’ 
technology that has a 2 hour return to service resin. Work was completed with no road excavations 
or closures or traffic disruption. 

Prior to work commencing the property had a 12 l/min water flow rate. On completion, the flow 
rate was 15+ l/min and lead levels were brought into compliance. Website:  
www.piperestorationservices.co.uk  

 
 

PERMA-LINER™ RELEASES ENGINEERED LATERAL CONNECTION 
SOLUTION 

P erma-Liner™ recently announced the 
release of InnerSeal™, its engineered 

solution for repairing defective laterals and 
the connection to the mainline. This 
technology was designed using the standard practice for the rehabilitation 
of a sewer service lateral - ASTM-F2561-11. InnerSeal™ is a one-piece, 
structural, new continuous Main to Lateral CIPP that completely seals the 
connection while simultaneously renewing the lateral. 

Jerry D’Hulster, President of Perma-Liner™ Industries, LLC stated: 
“We are excited to release the InnerSeal™ ASTM-F2561-11 compliant 
technology. The technology and product advances for rehabilitating lateral-to main connections will 
help us improve and expand our cured-in-place-pipe offerings through our installer network.” 
Website: www.perma-liner.com 

 
 

SEALS ENABLE IRISH WATER ASSET TO BE FULLY UTILISED 

T he Limerick Southern Ring Main was originally 
laid during the AMP4 period. The main consists of 

400 to 1,000 mm diameter cement mortar lined ductile 
iron pipe carrying potable water that runs around the 
city of Limerick. 

When the system is complete it will integrate the 
Limerick City and Shannon Estuary water supply 
schemes. 

When Irish Water wanted to commission the asset to 
provide greater security of water supply, various 
sections were tested and it was discovered that the pipe was not water tight along its full length, due 
to levels of leakage at flexible and anchored joints. 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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PRS completed what is claimed to be the longest length of 
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Joints were not water tight on parts of 
the Limerick Southern Ring Main. 
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ShareRidge Ltd, a civil engineering company based in Ireland 
which specialises in underground pipe technology, carried out 
the initial surveys and costings and contacted PMP for advice 
on whether the proven AMEX-10 sealing system would be a 
suitable alternative solution to this issue, rather than traditional open cut methods. 

Following consultation, PMP were awarded the contract to install 80 number AMEX-10 seals 
where required. AMEX-10 seals are a No Dig WRAS approved low profile mechanical seals 
comprising of a durable and flexible highly abrasion resistant rubber sleeve, fitted with hydraulically 
expanded stainless steel compression rings.  

This design enables the seals to be installed over wide and stepped joints, and allows them to 
accommodate substantial joint movement in the future. 

A seven man team gained access to the pipe via individual excavations.  PMP’s expertise enabled 
them to traverse long distances from each remote entry point, which resulted in the minimum 
number of excavations, thus reducing traffic disruption. 

After the final seals were fitted, the pipe was pressure tested.  One section that previously couldn’t 
be filled as it wouldn’t hold water, was successfully pressure tested to 10 bar, which is well within 
the operational pressure limit of up to 50 bar for the AMEX-10 seals. 

ShareRidge were impressed with the speed of programme, due to minimal excavations and 
reinstatement works, combined with the fact that PMP offered a complete service, including rescue 
and rope access capabilities. 

Tony Geraghty, ShareRidge, commented “In parts, this pipeline runs alongside the M7 and M20 
motorways meaning excavation works would be impossible. One section was 12m deep running 
under the slip road. Exposing this section, to implement a traditional repair, would have meant 
closing the motorway for a number of weeks”. Website: www.pmp-utilities.co.uk (article provided 
by UKSTT on behalf of its member) 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Far right:  
Installation  
complete. 
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NITROGEN PIPELINE FOR BERN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL  

F ounded in 1534, the ‘Inselspital’ 
hospital in the city of Bern is today one 

of the most prominent University Hospitals 
in Switzerland and an internationally 
renowned centre for high-tech medical 
science. The premises in the western part of 
the city include several buildings 
accommodating numerous highly 
specialised clinics where round about 
40,000 inpatients and 520,000 outpatients 
are treated each year. 

It is not hard to imagine that the 
infrastructure for operating such a high-
technology complex is very expansive and 
has to be continuously adapted to current 
requirements. In order to extend the pipeline 
network a new nitrogen pipeline had to be 
installed from a fuel depot into a building 
housing the intensive care, casualty and 
surgery units (INO). Liquid nitrogen, as a 
medical application, is used for freezing tissue and cells at temperatures as low as -196°C, the so-called 
‘cryopreservation’. For the new pipeline a vacuum-insulated pipe with an outer diameter of 63 mm, which 
could handle these sub-zero temperatures, was to be installed inside a PE NW 280 S8 protection pipe. 

In order to maintain the operation of the hospital routine without interruption the municipal office for 
property of the Canton Bern commissioned the contractor Zemp Leitung- & Tiefbau GmbH with the task of 
installing the new nitrogen pipeline without the use of trenches by means of a fluid-assisted HDD bore system. 

Zemp from Wiggen, Switzerland is a specialist in trenchless technologies, particularly the HDD method. For 
this sophisticated bore through grade 5 - 4 soils with rock inclusions of up to 100 mm diameter, the company 
decided to utilise a GRUNDODRILL 18ACS drill rig. This rig, which is particularly suitable for bores in 
rapidly alternating soils and even rocky formations, has served the company well on several occasions.  

The 70 m long bore path on the clinic premises, which was densely covered with buildings, took a route past 
the hospital chapel and into a ventilation room in the basement of the INO building. Due the very confined 
space in the launch area, a 2.5 m high earth dam between the building and the fuel depot was chosen as the 
starting place for the drill rig by the parties involved. In order to avoid damage to the existing pipelines inside 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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18ACS drill rig into position. 
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the building the bore into 
the 3 m deep storage room 
had to maintain a target 
precision of +/- 200 mm 
both horizontally and 
vertically. All in all, this 
was just the right job for 
the experienced drilling 
crew of the pipe laying experts at Zemp. 

The construction works started in May 2015. An excavator was lifted to the launch 
area with the help of a truck-mounted crane to dig out the start pit for the pilot bore and 
another pit for collection of the drilling mud. Then the GRUNDODRILL 18ACS, 
weighing approximately 15.2 tons, was placed onto the banked-up starting position by 
means of a 100 t truck-mounted crane. 

The pilot bore, reaching a depth of up to 6.50 m, caused no problems. On arrival at 
the target a core hole of 450 mm diameter was drilled through the wall of the building into the ventilation room 
to allow pull-back of a 400 mm diameter backreamer. One single reaming operation was sufficient to pull the 
new pressure pipeline through the bore path. As the basement offered very little space individual pipe segments 
were no longer than 2.50 m and had to be welded together in situ to form 12.50 m long pipe strings. During the 
process of pulling sections of previously prepared pipe string were welded on every 12.50 m. 

The drilling mud was collected in a 500 l basin at the target point in the basement, from where it was pumped 
into a pit in the access area of the casualty department via a 60 m long pipeline. The high level of gravel did 
nothing to make pumping any easier, but was not really a great drawback for the pipe pulling operation.  

The final works like primary cleaning of the buildings, new installation of an inspection chamber and 
disassembly of the machine with the truck-mounted crane 
having been completed, the new pipeline was turned over to the 
satisfied customer after only 10 working days. 

"Once more, the merits of trenchless installation in general 
were proved by this project, especially in connection with the 
TT technology. Thanks to the reliability and flexibility of our 
GRUNDODRILL 18ACS, this project was happily resolved, 

drawing to a profitable close." said a very satisfied company owner, Markus 
Zemp. Website: www.tracto-technik.com 

 

REVITALISING 160 YEAR OLD NEIGHBOURHOOD 

L eavenworth, founded in 1854, is the 
oldest city in Kansas. Workers have 

actually found some wooden pipelines in 
their unearthing, but many are cast iron that 
have long-served their time for the city’s 
approximately 36,000 residents. Today these 
pipes are corroded and they leak and burst. 

About a decade ago, Leavenworth 
Waterworks began supplementing the 
system with a new pipe material to update 
its water infrastructure because of its long-
term benefits and its performance to date 
using polyethylene or HDPE (High-Density 
Polyethylene). Today, approximately 6% of 
Leavenworth’s water pipelines are now 
HDPE with ductile (48%) and cast iron 
(33%) still representing the majority of older 
pipelines leaving plenty of room for the 
HDPE market to grow. 

HDPE pipe does not corrode and when 
fused together properly, there is zero leakage. Metal pipes have an allowable leakage which increases the 
amount of water cities have to treat for drinking water with those costs passed on to the customer.  

An HDPE pipe installation is also less disruptive because fused pipe can be pulled underground using 
horizontal directional drilling techniques. They do not have to dig long open trenches or tear up streets and 
there is less disruption to residents yards and driveways. 

Leavenworth Waterworks awarded NPL two contracts totalling $1.2 million for 2.25 miles (3.62 km) of 
waterline replacements recently. NPL is involved in many facets of the project having expertise in pipe fusion, 
boring, pre-fabrication of mechanical-joint adapters and utility location.  

The first project is now underway on Columbia Avenue. This is an older section of the town with a strong 
sense of historical pride and character. Many homes on the mature tree-lined street were built in the 1800s and 
are marked by plaques noting the circa year they were built. 

The existing cast iron pipe serving this neighbourhood is 65 to 70 years old and is only 2 in (50 mm) 
diameter which causes water pressure issues with some residents. It is being replaced with 8 in (200 mm) 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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Far right: A bird’s eye view 
of the drill rig during the 

pilot bore. 
Right: At the target point, the 

drill mud is collected and 
pumped away. 

Left: Butt fusing the pipe strings during the pullback run.  
Above: the completed pipeline. 

The Vermeer HDD rig boring on the Leavenworth  
water pipelines project. 
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diameter DIPS DR11 DriscoPlex® HDPE pipe 
supplied by Industrial Sales. They opted for much 
larger 8 in (200 mm) diameter pipe for added fire 
protection in the neighbourhood. 

HDPE pipe is joined together by heat or butt 
fusion. With this process, the pipe ends are melted 
by applying heat then joined together at specific 
temperatures and pressures. The result is a 
seamless joint that creates one continual stretch of 
pipe so strong it can by pulled underground for an 
entire residential block, which in this case ranged 
anywhere from about 500 to 670 feet (150 to 204 
m). 

“It works really well.” said Kayla Manning, 
engineer for Leavenworth Waterworks. “This is an 
older neighbourhood with mature trees, it is a 
better way to go and we can leave the streets open. 
There is minimal cutting of the street.” 

McElroy Manufacturing, Inc. of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma is one of the best-known companies in pipe fusion, having designed a full line of rugged equipment 
for a wide range of pipe sizes.  

At this jobsite, one of McElroy’s track-mounted machine was used, a TracStar® 618 purchased from 
Industrial Sales which also provided on-site technical support. The TracStar lines are self-propelled so 
operators can manoeuver the machine down the street, on sidewalks or on the more rugged right-of-ways to 
each fusion location. They are also self-contained which eliminates the need to have a generator on site. 

The four-jaw unit comes with hydraulic clamping and a rotating facer, which makes a fresh and even cut on 
the pipe ends so that it can be fused properly. A heater plate is then placed between the pipe ends which are 
pushed against the heater at the correct pressure which results in the fusion. 

A McElroy PolyPorter®, a part dolly, part pipe stand system, was used to help load pipe into the machine and 
support fused lengths of pipe as they extended from the fusion machine.  

NPL operators fused several 40 ft (12 m) pipe sticks and staged the fused lengths along a side street while the 
bore was being made. A drill operator was situated on a street corner and bored to the next street corner, 
passing beneath front yards, driveways and cross streets. The streets were left open to traffic.  

“The advantage to this is we do not disturb people’s yards.” said NPL project manager Johnny Bauer. Once 
the bore was complete, the fusion operators and the drilling operator prepared to pull the pipe an entire block. 
Because HDPE is flexible, the fusion crew was able to use a roller cradle to curl the pipe around a corner, make 
the final fusions and position it to be pulled in one direction. 

It sounds like a daunting task but the Vermeer D24x40 drilling rig is powerful. At the end of the drill head are 
jets that shoot 20 gallons (75 l) of water a 
minute to plough through earth and tree roots. 
Several relief holes are dug to relieve the 
water pressure so it does not erupt through the 
ground. Workers use track hoes to haul off the 
mud that oozes through the holes.  

NPL locates all utilities ahead of time to 
prevent damaging sewer lines during the bore 
and the pull.  

Manning said that environmental regulations 
are emerging that require permitting any time 
more than a half-acre of land is disturbed. This 
makes boring a great option since very little 
land in comparison to open-cut methods has to 
be disturbed. 

To expedite the process, NPL fabricated 
mechanical joint adapters ahead of time to 
connect to ductile iron tees and valves at every 
new fire hydrant. The MJ adapters are used to 
transition successfully from metal to HDPE.  

NPL, headquartered in Phoenix, is one of 
the largest gas distribution contractors in the 
U.S. and is moving steadily into the municipal 
water industry. It has one of the top private 
fleets in the nation and is one of the largest 
owners of McElroy equipment. NPL’s pipe 
fusion crew in Leavenworth is certified to 
operate with two gas companies. Leavenworth 
Waterworks accepts their qualifications 
through the gas companies,  which require 
much more stringent checks and balances than 
the water industry. The project started June 1 
and was completed in September 2015. 
Website: www.mcelroy.com 
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McElroy’s track-mounted TracStar® 618 fusion 
machine creating the pipe strings for insertion 
with the HDD rig. 
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SOLAR CONNECTION FOR CREWKERNE 
Crewkerne in the UK is a busy 
little Somerset market town of 
around 7,000 residents. The town 
retains much charm from the 
bustle of centuries past and has 
some very attractive town centre 
buildings with neo-Georgian 
architecture in the ‘honey-
coloured’ (Ham Stone) for which 
the area is famous. 

Whilst the town retains many 
of its historic features it is fast 
becoming part of the modern world with, over recent years a mini-explosion in the construction of 
solar energy sites around the town’s edge. 

The most recent of these sites is the Crewkerne Solar Farm that is located at Lower Severalls Farm 
which sits between Crewkerne and the village of Merriott just off the main east-west A30 trunk road 
between Salisbury and Exeter and the north-south running A356 which connects the A303 through 
Somerset to the Dorchester area. 

 
SOLAR FARM 
According to the planning permission for the Solar Farm the construction will comprise a 21.83 
hectare site, covering mainly Grade 3b and 4 agricultural land, that is designed to produce up to 
10.80 MW of electric power through photo-voltaic panels. 

The location outside of central Crewkerne does however mean that the site needs to be connected 
to the National Grid Network through extensive cable installations. The contract for the installation 
of these cable connections was awarded to Dragon Infrastructure Solutions. Given that much of the 
cable ducting was required to pass beneath heavily trafficked roads (the A30 being the main road in 
question), the ducting installation design took this into consideration. Dragon consulted with 
Complete Moling Services (SE) Ltd (CMS) of Kent with a view to using horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD) techniques wherever possible to minimise traffic disruption and time spent in the 
roadway. Sean McHugh of Dragon Infrastructure Solutions and Chris Mulrooney of CMS were 
tasked with achieving this. 

The cable duct requirement comprised the main feed in and out of the solar farm, to various 
National Grid connections via a variety of local substations. Access to one of these required the 
cable duct installation along a major stretch of the A30 running into Crewkerne from the east down 
a narrow access and across a disused field into a main industrial area of the town to feed a 
substation. It was along the main road section that the majority of the HDD installation was planned 
to take place. Where HDD was not possible due to variations in access and ground conditions, 
lengths were installed using narrow trench open cut techniques.  

The HDD aspect of the works was utilised to install both an 180 mm diameter electric duct of 
SDR11 to carry three of the main solar farm output cables, and 63 mm diameter SDR11 for a pilot 
cable which led into the industrial estate in the centre of the town. In total around 36 HDD bores 
were completed during the course of the works with, on some, a requirement for additional pre-
reaming cycles to be undertaken due to the nature of the ground. 

The ground conditions along the route into the town varied considerably from very hard sand 
stone and other rock formations in places, into clay in others. To establish where and how the ducts 
could be installed, given the highly varying ground, a series of small trial holes was excavated along 
all of route. 

Over the 36 HDD installations the average bore length was about 100 m. Each drilling run was 
however quite variable in duration due to ground conditions. The timings for each of the bores 

varied from as little as 1 hour up to 3 hours 
to complete to full duct installation. 
 
DRILLING RIG 
The drilling rig used for the all of the HDD 
installation works was Vermeer Navigator® 
D36x50DR Series II rig. This unit is 
designed to offer thrust and pullback 
capacity of over 17 ton with a maximum 
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The construction of the Crewkerne Solar Farm continues 
apace. 

The Vermeer Navigator drill rig in  
operation on the busy A30 to the east of 
Crewkerne with minimal traffic  
disruption. 
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Spindle Torque of between 4,067 and 7,457 Nm. Powered by a 
104.4 kW John Deere PowerTech 4045HF275 diesel engine, the 
unit has automated drill rod loading on a drilling angle of up to 
17½o, with two drilling fluid operational modes. Drilling fluid 
can be utilised at a maximum flow of 189.3 l/min at a maximum 
pressure of 89.6 bar or at a maximum flow of 265 l/min at a 
maximum pressure of 75.8 bar. Directional control of the 
advancing bore head in the ground was achieved using a Digitrak 
F5 guidance system.  

The challenging ground conditions also called for the use of a 
suitable drill head that could handle both softer ground 
conditions but particularly the harder formations that were 
expected to be encountered on the site. To this end CMS 
employed the Armor Drilling System from Vermeer. The Armor 
Drilling System is a single HDD tooling system with multiple 
drilling options designed to provide versatility and performance, 
and the integrated modular design allows the tooling to be 
adapted to various ground conditions. The Armor system can be 
utilised with a variety of drilling bits depending on the ground 
conditions including the Gauntlet™ bit, the Lance™ bit, the 
Maul™ bit and the Standard™ bit, the latter of which was used on the Crewkerne job.  

Commenting on the project Chris Mulrooney of CMS said: “This project proved to be very 
challenging for our drilling crews, not least because of the varying ground on each of the individual 
bores. Much of the drilling work was completed over weekends which helped to ensure that the 
operations minimised any impact on working week traffic to and from Crewkerne to nearby Yeovil, 
a major employment centre for the area.”  

He continued: “However, the project overall was very rewarding for us as we were able to utilise 
state-of-the-art equipment on a daily basis which certainly made the job flow with consistency 
despite the conditions. Another aspect of the works that was also very notable was that, despite the 
sometime arduous ground, the co-operation between all the parties concerned was amazing with 
everyone working together when things got tough. We at CMS were pleased to be able to deliver the 
final bores of the project two weeks ahead of schedule.” Website: www.completemoling-se.co.uk  
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Pilot cable ducting installed 
beneath the A30. 
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MANCHESTER AIRPORT SURVEY 

C ALM Group Ltd 
(CALM) completed a 

sewer survey in October 
2015, some 25 m below 
ground level at 
Manchester Airport. The 
Client, namely The 
Manchester Airport Group 
plc (MAG) awarded the 
survey contract to CALM 
to inspect the structural integrity of three chambers, 
together with 750 m (250 m lengths between 
chambers) of 1,950 mm diameter pre-cast concrete 
pipes within which was a 450 mm diameter sewer.  

The sewer and host pipe had not been inspected 
for some years and reports on the structural integrity 
of the sewer, support plinths and straps, the 1,950 
mm diameter host pipe and the chambers were 
required. 

Due to the depth of the sewer, the survey involved overcoming hazardous conditions. Health and 
safety was paramount and CALM was supported by a rescue team from Confined Space Training & 
Support (CSTS).  

The team consisting of MAG/CALM and CSTS completed the survey on programme and within 
budget. 

The data captured included information on fixed assets as well as linear assets. CALM used its 
Cloud-based system to host all relevant information such as 3D drawings, RAMS, video footage and 
associated reports, daily site data such as diary, confined space gas checks and audits. 

  On behalf of Manchester Airport Group Mark Stewart, Environmental Engineer, said: “Please 
pass on my thanks to all the team with a quick note to say what a great team performance by your 
survey team undertaking the work at the airport. It was very good to see a well organised and safety 
critical operation undertaken with true professionalism and commitment to carry out the job in a 
manner that showed complete understanding of team work and care of each team member.” 
Website: www.calm-solutions.com (article provide by UKSTT on behalf of its member) 
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Some of the output data created by the 
CALM survey at Manchester Airport 
along with the layout of one of the cham-
bers surveyed. 
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RING-O-MATIC ADDS DRY EXTRACTION CAPABILITY 

S ome vacuum excavation jobs require dry extraction due to soil 
disposal regulations, or to enable immediate use of the soil as 

back-fill. In some venues, water use is restricted or is not 
conveniently available for use in hydro-excavation. In situations 
such as these, air-evacuation is the preferred choice or may even be 
the only option available.  

Ring-O-Matic customers now have two sizes of Ring-O-Matic 
Vac-Ex compressor packages to give their vacuum and vacuum-
excavation rigs the added versatility of air-excavation. The Vac-Ex 
Model 70/175 unit offers air-excavation capability up to 70 cfm at 175 psi with the lowest upfront 
cost.  

The larger Vac-Ex Model 150/175 HiCFM pack gives operators up to 150 cfm of air to cut faster, 
run large air-excavation cutting lances, and work with additional pneumatic tools concurrently while 
excavating.  

The Vac-Ex 70-175 compressor pack is available for Ring-O-Matic vacuums and vacuum 
excavator models rated for a minimum of 50 hp. The unit is suitable for powering air tools such as 
impact guns, piercing tools, earth-piercing tools, concrete breakers and other pneumatic implements. 

The Vac-Ex 150-175 HiCFM compressor pack can be added to any Ring-O-Matic vacuum or 
vacuum excavator model rated for 80 hp or greater and will power air excavator lances, air knives 
and jackhammers up to 90 lb (41 kg) in addition to the list of air tools above. An 81 hp engine 
upgrade option is available for vacuum and vacuum excavator models with less than 80 hp engines.  

Both Vac-Ex models have a 100% duty cycle and feature an oil-flooded rotary screw compressor 
for compact efficient operations and long life. A two-year warranty covers all major components, 
including an air/oil separator tank, liquid-to-liquid cooler, integrated in engine’s cooling system and 
control package. 

The integrated air compressor package in the Ring-O-Matic mounts inside the engine/blower 
enclosure, protecting the unit from the elements and tampering. 

A Vac-Ex tool kit available for the compressor packages includes a six-pound aluminium digging 
lance with 150 cfm, 150 psi  Super Sonic Air Nozzle and dirt shield, 50 feet of 1-inch-diameter 
lightweight air hose with quick-connect couplers, and COX spring retractable hose reel. Website: 
www.ring-o-matic.com 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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UKSTT NEWS 
UKSTT MASTERCLASS 
On the 28 October 2015, UKSTT held its first ever Mapping Masterclass 

which was held at The National Motorcycle Museum in Birmingham. This 
highly successful and informative event attracted 25 attendees and was hosted 
by UKSTT Council Members: Drilline Products MD, Colin Tickle and 
CATSURVEYS Business Development Manager, Luke Steadman. The 
morning started with an arousing introduction and overview from UKSTT and 
TSA, which was followed by interactive presentations by some of the 
industry’s leading professionals providing priceless insights into Utility 
Mapping, along with fun and informative utility topic discussions.    

Masterclass Highlights through-out the day included: 
 In depth explanation of PAS 128, the specification for 

underground utility detection verification and location. 
 Practical and theoretical processes. 
 Best practices and the latest specification and technologies available. 
 Technology and Survey Data. 
 Electromagnetic (EM) detection and location of utilities. 
 Utility STAT’s Drawings and Desktop Surveys. 

The Masterclass Event included all refreshments along with a free tour of The National Motorcycle Museum, which is the 
largest British motorcycle museum in the world, holding over 1,000 restored machines.  

This day was a huge success and UKSTT would like to thank all its guest speakers for their informative sessions along with the 
attendees for their input and interaction. Special thanks to Colin Tickle for hosting the day. UKSTT looks forward to holding 
another event like this again in the near future.  

 
BRISTOL STARTS NO DIG ROADSHOW SERIES WITH RECORD NUMBERS! 
The first in a series of two Roadshows was attended in style, with over 100 Delegates 

attending the event. It was held at the Holiday Inn, Bristol on 20 October 2015. 
The Roadshow, a one day seminar and technology showcase, providing an insight into 

the very latest innovations in trenchless technology, was supported by UKSTT Patrons, 
Bristol Water and Wessex Water; it attracted the highest number of visitors so far to the 
annual presentations. 

UKSTT Vice Chairman, Matthew Izzard, welcomed delegates to the event saying: 
“UKSTT strives to disseminate the very latest information about the world of trenchless 
technology including the materials, the systems, and techniques. After all, if you are not 
up to date with the latest developments or do not know about them, how can you deliver 
the optimum solution to your client?” 

A superb range of international speakers presented subjects including Julian Britton’s 
“Sewer Renovation: A Client’s Perspective” from Wessex Water, “Liner Testing” from 
IKT’s Roland Waniek and “Pre and Post Liner Assessment Using Low Voltage 
Conductivity Testing” by Chuck Hansen of Electro Scan. Other presenters included Dan 
Watson from McAllister, Paul Woolvine of 3M, Mark Lusher from Mark Lusher 
Consulting, Naylor Drainage’s Simon Marsh, Firmino Barbosa of Reline Europe, Stefan Trumpi from Jackcontrol and the final 
presentation of the day from TTUK’s Jim Albarella. 

As well as the seminars, delegates also had the opportunity to visit exhibitors’ stands featuring equipment including CIPP 
lining, patch repairs, directional drilling, impact moling, pipe bursting, vacuum excavation, CCTV surveying equipment, ground 
probing radar and safe excavation tools as well as a wide range of ancillary products. 

Feedback from those in attendance was excellent and another very high turnout is expected for the next Roadshow, in Belfast 
on 8 March 2016. With places already filling fast – book early to avoid disappointment! 

 
TOPIC OF THE MONTH 
Mechanical Seals   
 Overview - This No-Dig technology is a low profile mechanical seal specially 

designed for the internal repair of leaking pipe joints. A robust section of rubber 
spans the joint and is installed using the hydraulic expansion of stainless steel 
compression rings, thus eliminating the use of chemical additives and their 
associated hazards. For use in potable water pipelines, each seal must have 
WRAS approval and have a life expectancy of more than 50 years. 

The benefits of such a repair system include its: capability, flexibility, small 
working area, reduced carbon footprint and cost effectiveness making it a true No 
Dig repair solution. 

Application - Any man-entry or man-accessible pipeline to a maximum 
diameter of 3,650 mm subject to an internal survey to determine the suitability of 
the pipeline to this non-structural joint or small defect repair system. 

Technology Description - This technology is a low profile mechanical joint seal 
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specially designed for the non-structural internal repair of leaking pipe joints and 
other defects. A robust section of rubber spans the joint and is installed using the 
hydraulic expansion of stainless steel compression rings, thus eliminating the use 
of chemical additives and their associated hazards. The long term life expectancy 
should be at least 50 years. This method provides a good example of trenchless 
technology: capability, flexibility, small working area and reduced carbon 
footprint to provide an efficient and cost effective solution for repairing leaking 
pipe joints and similar defects. For potable water use, each seal requires WRAS 
approval. 

A pipeline must be surveyed for condition and suitability, including an accurate internal diameter measurement. 
Two stainless steel retaining rings are placed in position and the seal’s position is adjusted before the stainless steel rings are 

expanded hydraulically and secured with stainless steel wedges. 
The seal is thoroughly checked and pressure tested by inflating the seal to 0.5 bar with compressed air through its integral test 

valve and a soap test completed. For pressurised pipelines, a polypropylene backing band is installed to protect the seal rubber 
from compression damage from the hard shoulders of the pipeline joint. 

If the pipe material is steel or iron, a suitable anticorrosive system is agreed before the contract commences; and if the pipeline 
carries potable water, then any replacement protective coating must conform to DWI Regulation 31. 

This is a proven flexible, robust mechanical seal which does not suffer from the shortcomings of traditional chemical sealants 
and grouts and can be used in pipelines of any diameter where safe man-access can be achieved - such seals have been installed 
in pipeline diameters from 500 mm to 3,650 mm. The seals can be used in both pressurised (up to 25 bar) and non-pressurised 
pipelines and in pipelines with steep gradients and in vertical pipes. 

Due to the technology used, the seals can accommodate expansion, elongation, contraction, displacement or rotation and a 
variation can accommodate a stepped joint as the rubber of the seal spans freely across the joint and is only fixed to the pipe walls 
on either side of the joint. The seal can also be installed to pipe joints having two different materials by installing to the pipe 
walls on either side of the joint and to pipes of different diameter (within limits) by increasing the size of one of the two the steel 
retaining bands. 

This 100% mechanical seal is a complete No-Dig technology and uses a minimum of materials, involving no adhesives or 
chemicals which in turn contribute to the significantly small carbon footprint. 

 
MEMBER BENEFITS 
Don't forget! UKSTT members are entitled to access the services on the ISTT website including free downloads of technical 

papers and reports from the Technical Resource Centre TRC. Please contact admin@ukstt.org.uk for your password. 
 
 
 

OTHER NEWS & EVENTS 
JOINT UKSTT/PIG TECHNICAL EVENING - Durham 16 February 2016.  Details are currently being finalised. 
 
FLOODEX  
Held between 11 and 12 May 2016 at the Peterborough Arena,  FLOODEX is the trade event for flood defence and the water 

level management (WLM) sector looking at flood defence, prevention, mitigation and drainage. Website: www.floodex.co.uk 
 
NO-DIG LIVE 2016 - returns to Peterborough Arena, between 20 and 22 September 2016.  Following the success of NO-DIG 

LIVE held in September 2014, the 13th biennial trenchless technology exhibition, outdoor demonstrations and seminars will 
return to Peterborough Arena, 20-22 September 2016. Website: www.nodiglive.co.uk 

 
 
 

MEMBERS NEWS 
MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES PILOTS GOOGLE PROJECT TANGO 
Morrison Utility Services (MUS), a leading utility services provider in the UK, is working with Google’s new Project Tango 

Software Development Kit (SDK) to explore new applications for the utility 
sector.  

The Project Tango SDK is an android tablet with a wide-angle camera, a 
depth sensing camera, accurate sensor time stamping, and a software stack 
that will enable MUS developers to use motion tracking, area learning and 
depth sensing. 

By combining motion and depth sensors, Google has been able to create a 
device that can understand how it is moving within its environment, giving 
it a human-scale understanding of space and motion. The device can also 
assess areas based on visual cues to further improve location accuracy. 

The MUS business process and systems team will look into using Project 
Tango for 3D scanning applications which will enable teams to calculate 
excavation dimensions and volumes more accurately, rather than using 
estimates based on length, width and depth measurements.   
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MUS designers will be able to utilise 3D scanning to improve efficiency in the planning and design of above ground 
infrastructure, as well as to improve communication of design plans. There is also a health and safety benefit as scanning can 
remove the need to enter risky environments.  

Project Tango will improve location accuracy as the device will understand its position in space, including underground and 
indoors. This feature will support the use of Augmented Reality to ‘view’ infrastructure beneath the ground by superimposing a 
3D graphic over the field worker’s view. This ’x-ray’ vision of underground infrastructure will aid operatives in maintenance, 
planning and surveying. GPS does not currently provide enough accuracy for Augmented Reality to be used for utility mapping.  

Andy Carter, Director of Business Process Improvement at MUS said: “Businesses that innovate have more efficient and 
effective work processes, enjoy greater business agility and deliver enhanced customer satisfaction. At Morrison Utility Services, 
we are continually looking for the latest innovations and how they can be applied to the utility industry and I am delighted that 
we have got hold of the first Project Tango device; the absolute latest word in 3D scanning. The potential of Project Tango is 
exciting and the device will enable our developers to explore the full capability of depth and motion sensors on an android 
device. We are exploring a number of applications that will bring benefits to the organisations and customers of the utility 
industry.” 

 
QUALITY PATCH REPAIR PACKER HIRE SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE 
Pipe Doctor packers and air push rods are now available to hire from the 

manufacturer, Source One Environmental (S1E). “We are offering this service 
so that contractors can offer any size repair to their own customers, with no 
limitations, even if they have not purchased every possible size packer for 
their own operation.” explained Glenn Cartledge, Managing Director of S1E. 

Straight packers are available via the service in sizes up to and including 
1,000 mm, as well as radius packers for the repair of swept bends. The 
recently launched Phoenix heated packer which cuts resin cure time on site by 
up to 50%, is also available for hire for 100 mm and 150 mm diameter repairs 
in lengths up to and including 5 m. Air push rods can be hired from the 
service when packers are rented. 

“The Pipe Doctor range justifiably has a reputation for quality products. The 
Pipe Doctor hire service will equally be focussed on quality.” stated Glenn.  
“Every packer is pressure tested and checked prior to sending out to the customer and then sent in a sturdy container so that  it 
arrives in mint condition. The customer will return the packer in the same packaging to avoid any risk of damage in transit. We 
will then thoroughly clean and maintain every packer, every time, so that they are in top condition for every rental.” 

Any contractor who has completed the E&U Skills-certified Pipe Doctor training course can use the hire service. S1E offer an 
E&U Skills certified course in patch repair, covering straight and radius repairs, delivered either at their training centre or on site.  
They also offer a training course covering installation of the Pipe Doctor Lateral patch repair system. 

The Pipe Doctor range includes the original WRc approved patch repair kit containing everything needed to repair a straight 
pipe. Similar kits are available for Radius and Lateral repairs. All equipment required, including packers, push rods and control 
units are also distributed by S1E. 

 
HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS AND INSURANCE… 
A liability insurance policy covers negligent actions which then cause damage to other people’s property or 

injury to members of the public. 
The policy for liability insurance covers your legal liability, and then the insurer takes out areas of cover they 

do not want you to have – by way of conditions or exclusions. 
One of the most significant of these conditions for a contractor’s liability policy is the “Hazardous Locations” 

clause – this outlines locations where that contractor is not covered to work. 
It is not that the insurer wo not insure you to work in one of these “hazardous locations”, but they will want to 

know where you are working, what work you are undertaking and what experience you have got, to enable them 
to be comfortable that what you are doing still meets their acceptance criteria. It will involve you speaking to 
your provider or broker and your broker to disclose (tell) the insurer that you are working in one of these 
locations and to get it agreed for you.   

A typical “Hazardous Locations Clause” will include the following – this is not exhaustive and each policy 
wording and Insurer can vary, but if you are working in any of the following it would be advisable to tell your 
provider so that they can ensure that cover applies for you:- 

 Airports 
 Quarries 
 Mines 
 Docks/Piers/Jetties/Harbours 
 Boats and Watercraft 
 Railway Premises 
 Power Stations 
 Chemical and Petro Chemical Plants 
 Gas and fuel storage facilities – this could include petrol stations 
 Bridges 
 Tunnels 
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 Dams 
If you are unsure, the advice would be to email or call your provider and tell them where you are working – if you are still 

unsure and want any free advice in this area feel free to join the Free Commercial Insurance Advice group on Linked In or to call 
on Direct Dial 01634 662913 – Andy Chibeba ACII – First Insurance Solutions. 

 
 
 

ISTT AFFILIATED SOCIETY NEWS 
TRENCHLESS ASIA 2016  
The 8th event in this series and for the first time will be held in Kuala Lumpur at the Convention Centre 

in May 2016. The spotlight will be on Kuala Lumpur as, for the first time, it hosts 2016’s most prestigious 
and exciting forum for trenchless technologists in Asia. Significant advances have been made in the use of 
trenchless technology in Malaysia in recent years and pressure from authorities has been placed on 
contractors to use these modern engineering methods to minimise disruption during the installation and 
refurbishment of underground services. This is a developing global industry. Products and techniques are 
reviewed and improved on a regular basis and new innovations are proven to enhance performance. 
Further information can be found at www.trenchlessasia.com  

 
NO-DIG MOSCOW is being held between 26 and 28 April 

2016 at the Exhibition Center VDNH, Pavilion 75 - Moscow - 
Russia.  For updated information please visit www.nodig-
moscow.ru 
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2016 
February 3-4 
UCT 2016 - Atlanta, USA 
Details from: http://uctonline.com 
 

March 8 
NO-DIG Roadshow - Belfast, UK 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

March 20-24 
NASTT 2016 No-Dig Show - Dallas, USA. 
Details from: www.nastt.org/no_dig_show 
 

April 11-17 
Bauma 2016 - Munich, Germany 
Details from: www.bauma.de/en 
 

April 12-14 
No-Dig Poland 2016 - Kielce - Cedzyna, Poland 
Details from: www.nodigpoland.pl 
 

May 9-10 
Trenchless Asia 2016 - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com 
 

May 18 
Trenchless Romania - Bucharest, Romania 
Details from: www.trenchless-romania.com 
 

May 30-June 3 
IFAT - Munich, Germany 
Details from: www.ifat.de/en 
 

August 20-21 
2016 International Symposium on Advances in Materials 
Science (IAMS 2016) - Shanghai, China.  
Details from: www.iamsconf.org 
 

September 20-22 
No Dig Live 2016 - Peterborough, UK 
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 

 
2017 
March 28-31 
Wasser Berlin International - Berlin, Germany 
Details from: www.wasser-berlin.de/en/ 
 
 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 
like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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